YOUR
TRUSTED
CLOUD
PLATFORM
PROVIDER
Security, compliance
and privacy through
sealed cloud technologies

– OUR MISSION –

KARL ALTMANN
CEO uniscon®

To make company goals easy to achieve,
our solutions offer not just maximum security,
but also a maximum of opportunities.

KEEPING YOUR EYE
ON WHAT MATTERS
The future is filled with opportunities. Trust is the
essential ingredient that turns these opportunities into
success stories. After all, individuals who believe in their
goals and resolutely pursue them will also achieve them.
With innovative, highly secure cloud solutions, uniscon®
helps companies focus on their goals and the path that
leads to them. Whenever this path leads to digitalization –
and without the slightest doubt.
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– OUR MISSION –
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– CUSTOMER VOICES –

OUR
COMMITMENT
TO SECURITY IS
SKY-HIGH

T-Systems International GmbH is
an international service provider for
information and communications
technology. The company is part of
Deutsche Telekom AG and is head
quartered in Frankfurt am Main.
T-Systems’ main customers come
from the public sector, the healthcare
sector, the energy industry, automak
ing, manufacturing and retail. The
company focuses on the heavyweights
in the industries.
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– CUSTOMER VOICES –

„

We provide our customers with solutions
that offer the highest level of IT and data
security. With our »sealed cloud« product,
which we jointly developed with our
technology partner uniscon®, we bring
this commitment to life in the areas of
collaboration, data transfer and data
rooms – and without compromises.

“

DIRK BACKOFEN
Head of Telecom Security
at T-Systems

Which cloud is the right one? Secu
rity issues at most major companies
are the key factor in the selection of a
provider. This conclusion was reached
by the study »Cloud Monitor 2019,«
which was conducted by the interna
tional consulting firm KPMG and Bit
kom, the German trade association
for the information industry, telecom
munications and new media. After all,
conformity with the EU’s General Data
Protection Regulation, IT governance

and cloud compliance for the virtual
ization of critical business applications
is essential. According to the study,
73 percent of companies in Germany
are using forms of cloud computing.
Many of them draw on the solutions
offered by T-Systems. In the work to
develop its »sealed cloud,« uniscon®
played the role of technology partner
and helped offer a product that pro
vides a maximum amount of IT and
data security.
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– CUSTOMER VOICES –

A FAST AND
EASY JOURNEY –
JUST LIKE FLYING

HENSOLDT Holding GmbH is a
multinational defense and secu
rity electronics company based in
Taufkirchen, south of Munich. The
company was created in 2017 from
former divisions of Airbus Defence
and Space that were responsible
for sensor technology in the areas
of defense, security, aviation and
space flight. The company’s products
range from radars and optronic
systems to avionic and electronic
warfare systems.
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– CUSTOMER VOICES –

„

With idgard®, our employees have
a secure, simple platform for data
exchanges with customers and partners.
And when it comes to the integration
of new HENSOLDT subsidiaries, idgard®
also offers the technical solution for
secure working environments from
the very first day.

“

EVA KNAB
Manager in the area of
collaboration & central support functions at HENSOLDT

Change produces questions: After
HENSOLDT Holding was carved out
of Airbus Defence and Space, the new
company faced the necessity and the
opportunity of setting up a custom
data and IT infrastructure. But what
solution is so easy to set up and so
self-explanatory to use that it can
function flawlessly overnight? Which
solution offers the extremely high

level of security for which you stand
with your own products and services?
Which one is agile like a modern com
pany and scalable like a good business
idea? For the areas of collaboration
and data exchange, HENSOLDT found
the answers to all of these questions
in the uniscon® web service idgard®,
which is based on the extremely
secure sealed cloud technology.
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– CUSTOMER VOICES –

DATA ENERGIZES
LONG-RANGE
COMPANY GROWTH

The WAGO Group is an international
pacesetter in connection and auto
mation technology as well as interface
electronics. The family-run company is
the world market leader in the area
of cage clamp technology.
WAGO also helps customers,
particularly those in the automotive,
manufacturing and process industries
and the areas of marine, offshore,
rail, energy, building and illumination
technology, with digitalization and the
introduction of Industry 4.0.
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– CUSTOMER VOICES –

„

The WAGO cloud enables companies
to centrally collect and analyze data
from a range of machines and
systems. The sealed platform® is the
ideal complement to the WAGO cloud
because it is a certified solution for
vulnerable data.

“

JÜRGEN PFEIFER
IoT and cloud partner manager
at WAGO

Automation technology and IT are
moving closer and closer together.
Whether you mean an electrical grid, an
assembly line or a system that a com
pany operates, companies that have
access to up-to-date data on their ma
chines, sensors and control elements
will be the only ones that are ready
for Industry 4.0. WAGO provides its
customers with the opportunity to col
lect such data, store it centrally in the

WAGO cloud and analyze it. The results
make it possible to continuously adapt
processes to current needs and create
a critically important competitive edge.
And the data and analysis must be
correspondingly well protected. Upon
request, the sealed platform® offered
by uniscon® can be used to comple
ment the WAGO cloud for purposes of
storage and the continued processing
of the collected information.
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– APPLICATION AREAS –

INDUSTRIES THAT
ESPECIALLY BENEFIT FROM
SEALED PLATFORM®
For financial service providers, electrical utilities, water suppliers,
companies that use the Internet of Things and many others,
the sealed platform® is the cloud solution of choice.
The reason is simple: Its security level based on
»privacy by design« is unique. It is perfect for
the operation of vulnerable applications
REGTECH AND ITS
and trouble-free adherence to
EFFICIENT USE IN THE
compliance regulations.

FINANCIAL SECTOR

Regtech comprises measures and tech
nologies that support compliance and
risk management and optimize compli
ance processes and their integration and
administration. The sealed platform®
offered by uniscon®
▶m
 eets the requirements for outsourcing to cloud providers
(set in Germany by the German
Financial Supervisory Authority) and
▶ r educes the costs of compliance
as a Platform as a Service (PaaS).
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– APPLICATION AREAS –

PROTECTING
CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURES
Countries place a high priority on
protecting their transport, energy,
water and healthcare systems. The
sealed platform® meets this need.
The solution offered by uniscon®
▶ c omplies with the German
IT Security Act
and the special requirements it places
on the state of technology, and it
▶m
 eets the information technology
requirements of the German Office for
Information Security.

SECURELY STORING
AND PROCESSING
IOT DATA
The Internet of Things is taking over
virtually every aspect of life and industry.
The sealed platform® provides compa
nies with a wide range of opportunities,
including:
▶ the networking of machines,
sensors and control elements via a
highly secure platform,
▶ planning and operating smart buildings via BIM environment (even existing
platforms can be integrated into building
information modeling),
▶ data backups, for instance for additive
manufacturing and assembly lines.
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– AT A GLANCE –

TRUST ANCHOR
OF THE GLOBAL
CLOUD ECONOMY

Key services

Integrated for smooth
set-up and deployment

Zero trust architecture

Prevention of both external and
internal attacks

Solutions from uniscon®
work hand in hand: The sealed
cloud technology provides ultra-secure
protection for the sealed platform® – a cloud
architecture for applications that have the very
highest needs for IT security, compliance and privacy.
One of the many possible applications is the company’s
own web service, idgard®.

Sealed cloud technology

A patented solution that provides
comprehensive protection to data – data in
transit, during processing and data at rest

– AT A GLANCE –

Multi-cloud

Highly secure platform as a
component of a multi-cloud
company strategy

Internet of Things

Financial services

Critical infrastructures
Quick time to value

Simple onboarding thanks to the
support of state-of-the-art cloud
standards (Kubernetes and Docker).
The benefit: a fast productive start

Regtech

eHealth

Secure application delivery

eGovernment

Highly secure cloud platform for
critical business applications and data

idgard®

The SaaS solution offered by
uniscon® for secure collaboration
and data exchange

Business app

From such areas as
ECM, BPM, ERP or CRM
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– SEALED CLOUD TECHNOLOGY –

BREAKTHROUGH FOR
SENSITIVE APPLICATIONS
IN THE CLOUD
The highest level of security for confidential data – this is what
uniscon’s solutions offer on the basis of the internationally patented
sealed cloud technology.

Tamper-resistant physical and

Assurance of authenticity, integrity

logical encapsulation of SaaS-

and confidentiality thanks to sealed

applications

security policies, trusted boot and
sealed processing

Security by default through

Protection of application and

cryptographic sealing technology

metadata during processing

Defense against internal and external

Protection of application data and

attacks through zero privileged access

metadata during transmission and

and white listing

storage

How does sealed cloud technology work? A range of inno
vative and interlocking technical measures technically elimi
nate the possibility of an attack on unencrypted server data.
The use of a hermetically sealed infrastructure creates a pro
tected data center that provides a significantly higher level
of application and data security than conventional systems.
The high level of security automatically ensures compli
ance with strict data protection regulations. Sealed cloud
technology
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▶ complies with the EU’s General Data Protection Regula-

tion and ensures observance of EU data protection law
regarding the processing of personal data (Articles 5, 25,
32 of the GDPR),
▶ protects content and metadata,
▶ is also designed for data that are subject to commercial
or government-related confidentiality.

– SEALED CLOUD TECHNOLOGY –

Sealed cloud technology that is used in the security
system of a data center technically neutralizes the
chink in the armor: human beings.
KARL ALTMANN
CEO uniscon®
No one but the
user can access
his or her data.

Data can be stored in a
sealed manner, and processed
in a sealed manner.

It is technically impossible for
operators and administrators
to access them.
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– SEALED PLATFORM® –

THE ULTRA-SECURE
CLOUD PLATFORM
FOR COMPANIES
Applications with the highest needs for IT security can now find a secure
home in the cloud – the sealed platform® from uniscon®. The unique zero trust
architecture uses purely technical means to protect data and applications from
any unauthorized access. Even privileged access is technically prevented.
Legacy applications are simple and secure for cloud computing.
Every application can be operated as a container on the sealed platform®.
It supports cloud strategies as a private, hybrid or public cloud.

Platform operators or
telecommunications service providers

Companies with their own data centers
and/or their own clouds

Independent software vendors (ISV)
and SaaS providers

Cloud computing offers so many benefits: The fixed in
vestment costs and risks associated with the operation of
a company’s own infrastructure become variable costs.
Operation and maintenance costs disappear. In addition,
companies can increase their flexibility because cloud ser
vices can be used as needed, even given hard-to-predict
16

usage behavior. Cloud-based IT services can be quick
ly scaled up or down. Despite all these benefits, many
companies are still reluctant to migrate sensitive data
and applications to the cloud. The most frequent reason:
security concerns. The solution: the sealed platform®.
Sealed cloud technology makes it highly secure.

––SEALED
SEALEDPLATFORM®
PLATFORM ––

Simple deployment
thanks to the support of
container technology

Effective protection
of valuable data

No privileged access
for administrators and operators
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– IDGARD® –

EFFICIENT COLLABORATION
DONE AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL
OF DATA PROTECTION
More than 1,200 companies around the world have already put their trust
in idgard®. This web service secures digital communication and collaboration
with partners and customers at the highest level, and simplifies them as well.
With the help of idgard®, data rooms for projects can be set up in no time.
They turn file sharing into an efficient and highly secure process. Users on the
go have protected access to their data via app or browser. No one else has access
to them. The internationally patented sealed cloud technology ensures this
protection. It also automates key management. Instead of getting bogged
down in technical questions, users can focus on their jobs. The following
features make idgard® unique:

The simple and secure storage

Protected mobile access via

and exchange of data online

browser and app

Audit-proof data rooms for

Certification in the highest protection

company-wide projects

class for cloud services (TCDP)

Efficient team work with messaging, chat

Compliant with the GDPR

and collaboration features

idgard® is easy to use. Data rooms can be set up within a
matter of minutes. Colleagues can be invited with a
simple click. Guest licenses provide access to external
partners. This access can be regulated using individual
ly assigned authorizations. Guests can also share files.
People sometimes send sensitive data by e-mail from
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force of habit, but may violate company policy in the pro
cess. Thus, a particularly good integration of secure alter
natives in Outlook is necessary. For idgard®, an Outlook
add-in has been developed. It can serve as an optimal
complement both locally on the client and centrally in
Office 365 Outlook.

––IDGARD®
IDGARD ––

Data storage and transfer
are easy and secure –
including attachments
to e-mails.

Interfaces and APIs enable
smooth integration into a company’s
own IT infrastructure.

Teamwork is significantly
simplified with messaging, chat
and collaboration features.
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– RESEARCH –

ENVISIONING
THE FUTURE

HOW CAN FACIAL RECOGNITION
IN PUBLIC PLACES RESPECT
CITIZENS’ RIGHTS?
PROJECT »E-FREEDOM«

HOW CAN DATA RECORDERS
IN CARS AND INDUSTRY
BECOME SECURE?
PROJECT »PRIVACY BLACK BOX«

The increased use of video surveillance in public areas is
being debated to provide citizens with an extra level of se
curity. Automatic facial recognition is even being consid
ered. But the arbitrary storage and processing of the data
are controversial legal issues. Furthermore, knowledge
about potential surveillance affects people’s behavior. For
these reasons, the project »e-freedom« is exploring how
facial recognition in public places must be technically de
signed so that recordings are made only for particular rea
sons and normal citizens can feel unobserved, as though
no cameras are in use at all.

Sensitive data, particularly videos, should be stored and
analyzed in a secure manner that complies with data se
curity regulations. The focus here is a dashcam for cars
that makes recordings based on valid laws and on legally
compliant video documentation of technical inspections
and examinations of critical infrastructures. The objective
of the project is to create an IoT system that raises end-toend security in terms of confidentiality and integrity to a
new level required for future digital applications.

The project partners working with uniscon® are:

▶ Fraunhofer Institute for Applied and Integrated

▶ TÜV SÜD Digital Service GmbH, Munich

▶ University of Passau

The project partners working with uniscon® are:

Security, Garching
▶ associated: Axis Communications GmbH, Ismaning
▶ Chair of Human-Machine Communication, Technical
University of Munich
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– RESEARCH –

The highest level of security for confidential data – to provide this protection
to as many areas of our daily digital lives as possible, tomorrow as well as today,
uniscon® is contributing its many years of experience in innovative research
projects. The company is working with universities and highly respected
institutions, among others, on the following questions …

HOW CAN A HIGHERPERFORMANCE DATA CENTER
BE CREATED?
PROJECT »SENDATE SECURE DCI«

HOW CAN MORE PRIVACY AND
USER FRIENDLINESS ONLINE
BE ACHIEVED?
PROJECT »PRIVACY & USABILITY«

The aim is to turn many small data centers into a flexible,
high-performance unit. With the help of optical technol
ogies, data throughput within and among data centers
is to be increased tenfold at significantly lower energy
usage. The innovative architecture will create a foundation
for new cloud services as well as for data- and comput
ing-intensive applications for Industry 4.0, telemedicine or
autonomous driving.

The European Commission assigned this task to 13 young,
innovative scientists. The challenge: to develop solutions,
guidelines and applications that can eliminate or at least
reduce the perceived conflict between user friendliness
and privacy online. Data protection should be a clear pri
ority here. A consortium from the worlds of academia and
business is supporting the researchers, providing educa
tional and collaboration assistance that extends across
disciplinary boundaries.

The project partners working with uniscon® include:
Consortium members working with uniscon® include:
▶ F
 raunhofer Institute for Telecommunications,
Heinrich Hertz Institute (HHI), Berlin
▶ G
 esellschaft für wissenschaftliche Datenverarbeitung
mbH, Göttingen

▶ Karlstad University (coordinator)
▶ Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main
▶ Vienna University of Economics and Business

▶ Technical University of Chemnitz

▶ Tel Aviv University

▶ Kiel University

▶ University College, London
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– THE UNISCON® STORY –

FROM START-UP
TO SUBSIDIARY OF
A GLOBAL PLAYER
It all began with a sweeping question: Why do so many
companies shy away from public cloud services even though
the benefits are so obvious? The three founders of uniscon®
quickly identified the reason: The security of public cloud
services was considered to be weak because the oper
ators and administrators of these services could access
client data. uniscon® has changed the game …

Experton Group AG
ranks uniscon® as
Cloud Leader 2014.

Official start of idgard®
for private customers
at CeBIT 2012

The Friends & Family
version of idgard® begins
an online test.

Official launch
of idgard® for
business customers
at CeBIT 2013

Establishment
of uniscon GmbH
in 2009
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Sealed cloud
wins the bid
for the project
Trusted Cloud of
the German Ministry
for Economic Affairs
and Energy.

– THE UNISCON®
– PREVIEWSTORY
–
–

In 2018, uniscon® ranks third among
the Technology Fast 50 – Germany’s fastest
growing technology companies.

The German Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy presents
uniscon® with the data
protection certificate
based on the the trusted
cloud data protection
profile for protection
class III.

sealed platform® is offered as a
Platform as a Service (PaaS) for
the first time and achieves first
place in the German Data Center
Prize competition. The award is
one of the leading prizes in the
industry.

… In 2009, uniscon® went into business with this idea
in mind: to put an end to operator access with the help of
technical systems. The company achieved this technical
operator security by developing sealed cloud technology.
It is the basis for innovative products like sealed platform®
and idgard®.

uniscon® becomes part
of the digital strategy
of TÜV SÜD AG.

The research project CAR-BITs
based on sealed cloud
technology wins the bid for the
project Smart Services of the
German Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Energy.

These products reliably and securely solve the data
protection problem – the biggest remaining challenge
in online security today. With these products, uniscon®
became the leading provider of secure cloud solutions in
Europe. In 2017, the company became part of the digital
strategy of TÜV SÜD AG, a partnership that enables uniscon®
to further enhance the technology.
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